
Quadra vs PussyCat
In their teenage The Quadra and The PussyCatSinghal enters into a healthy competition of
solving more and more problem on various programming sites. As of now both of them had
grown too old to use thier fingers at keyboard, it is time to end this competition. So they ask The
CoolAnu to calculate how many of the problems had been solved by both of them, only by The
Quadra and only by The PussyCatSinghal.

 

So your task is to help CoolAnu determine the same. You are given two integers n and m - size of
list of problems solved by Quadra and PussyCatSinghal, respectively, along with the list.

Input

The first line of input contains a integer n, number of problems solved by Quadra. Then follows n
integers, IDs of problem solved by him. Then next line contain another integer m, number of
problems solved by PussyCatSinghal. Then follows m integers, IDs of problem solved by him.

Output

The output contains three lines. Let a be the number of problem solved by both of them, b by only
Quadra, c by only PussyCatSinghal. Then the first line contains: "Both: a", second line: "Quadra:
b", third line: "PussyCatSinghal: c" (quotes for clearity).

Constraints

◊    0 ≤ n, m, ≤ 105

◊    1 ≤ problem ID ≤ 106

◊    all problem solved by a single user has a unique ID.

 

Example

Input:
5
3 2 1 7 9
6
5 8 3 9 6 10

Output:
Both: 2
Quadra: 3
PussyCatSinghal: 4

Explanation for above test case



Both had solved 2 problems with problem ID 3 and 9.
Porblem solved by Quadra (and not by PussyCatSinghal) are 3 with ID 1, 2, 7.
There are 4 problems solved only by PussyCatSinghal, namely 5, 6, 8, 10.
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